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MARTA OSWALD was interviewed at her residence, - 
629 Belt Line Road. She was asked if she knew of any other 
documents, books, letters or other articles, which were 
her property or the property of LEE HARVEY OSWALD which _ 

4 might be of pertinence in the investigation of this case. 
oa She stated that she would make available anything that 

: might be considered to be of pertinence, and she wanted 
to cooperate to the fullest. She exhibited several books 
which she stated she had purchased since the assassination. 
She also went through her personal papers, Gocuments and .-. 
Photographs again. From these effects, she made available. 

coated 4 the following listed articles which were taken by the 
ae interviewing Agents, and a receipt was given to MARISA OSWALD: 

(1) A deck of "Aviator" brand playing cards, 
manufactured by The United States Playing 

Card Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, containing . 
52 playing cards. MARINA identified these . 
cards as personal property of LEE HARVEY OSWALD. 
She stated her daughter, JUNE, had been me 
playing with these cards during the pest - 
few months. 

os (2) An envelope addressed to Mrs. MARIA OSWALD 
7 . and a letter dated October 29, 1963, which... 

Fade tl letter is written in the Russian language - 
cae “ and has been identified by MARIMNA OSWALD as 

: a letter from her friend, OLGA DMOVSKAYA, 
who resides in Minsk, Russia. 

    

(3) A letter without envelope, which MARINA has 
identified as a letter to her from PAUL , : 
GOLOVACHEV, which is written in Russian. The 
Gate of the letter is the eighteenth day of the 
month (written in Russian), 1963. The letter 
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is concluded with an Eaglish phrase 

*p.8. Excuse me for making you wait.* 

(4) A letter and envelope addressed to MARIRA 

OSWALD from GALINA KHONTULEVA with return 

address “Leningrad K~6F USSR". The letter 

bears a date of February 25, 1964. ° The 

letter is written in Russian. 

(5) A letter and envelope addressed te MARINA 

OSWALD with return address in Russian from 

‘her girl friend, GALINA KHONTUIZVA. ‘The - 

letter is written in Russian and bears the date 

May 16, 1964. 

  

(6) An envelope addressed to MARIMA OSWALD with 

return address of RUTH PAINE, 2515 West Fifth 

Street, Irving, Texas, and contains two hand- 

written letters written in the Russian language 

to MARINA from RUTH PAINE. Each ef these - 

letters contains two sheets of paper containing 

writing om both sides of each page. 

(7) Six United States of America Parcel Post Customs 

Declaration tags, three of which contain the 

signature “Lee H. Oswald® and MARINA has 

_ didentified these signatures as the signature 8 

_UEBE HARVEY OGWAID. . 

  

(8) | A book which belonged to LEE HARVEY OSWALD, 
which MARINA has identified as 8 German —- 

Russian dictionary. 

MARINA was asked if, to her knowledge, she had made 

available everything of pertinence to the investigation of the 

assassination, and she stated that to her knowledge she had 

made available all such pertinent items. She furnished a 
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statement to the effect that she had made available everything 
which might, be of pertinence in this iavestigation. This 
statement is as follows: 

ow 

    

“pichardson, Texas 
Aug. 28, 1964 

*ZI have searched through my personal effects and 

all articles in my house for any article which was 

the property of my late husband Lee Harvey Oswald er 

for any article, paper, book or other thing in which 

he may have placed something ef value or interest in 

the investigation of the assassination of the president 

and I have made available on this date to Mr. Griffin 

and Mr. Heitman such documents, papers, books, and 

other things which might contain anything of interest in 

this investigation for examination. To the best of my 

knowledge Xr have made available for examination every- 

thing which might possibly contain a pertinent article 

or thing in this investigation. 

“urs. Marina Oswald 

“will Hayden Griffin Special Agent FBI Dallas Texas 

8-28-64 

“wallace R. Heitman, Special Agent, FBI Dallas, Texas 

' 8-28-64" 
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